Lincoln ac225

See more product details. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. It has a broad welding amperage range of amps The AC
produces an extremely smooth AC arc for welding a wide variety of materials including carbon,
low alloy, and stainless steels as well as cast iron. Metals 16gauge and heavier can easily be arc
welded with the AC The AC comes with a 3 year warranty on parts and labor. Manufactured
under a quality system certified to ISO requirements. Skip to main content. Brand: Lincoln
Electric. Customers who bought this item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Hobart Stickmate i.
Featured items you may like. Lincoln Electric K Handy Core. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Compare with similar items. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. I should of known better then to purchase this. Got it for home use. Lincoln
is a great name in welding. They just totally missed it on this thing. Had to return it 3 different
times for one issue or another. Finally just gave up , it now sits in the corner collecting dust. Ive
used it to weld a few projects. It will lay down a pretty good bead. I learned how to weld on a
welder like this one back in I like it. You will need a proper plug on a 50 amp breaker. The welder
is great no question this my secound one had to sell the first due to military moves. The Welder
arrived eight days due no falt of mine and the Emails were not appreciated. I bought this to do
some welding on tractor parts. It has performed perfectly for what I need. Great size it's pretty
heavy so I put it on a hand cart so I could move it around the garage easily , and all around
great product. It had a projected delivery date of Oct , it got here on Oct 18th!!! I will definitely
be buying more products from this company in the future. This is an excellent welder for
someone just coming into welding. Great piece of equipment for any shop. My other one was
stolen but I didn't hesitate to buy another Lincoln. Does everything I want from an arc welder,.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. An excellent welder for basic needs or a
starter unit. One person found this helpful. What other items do customers buy after viewing
this item? Pages with related products. See and discover other items: lincoln welding machine ,
machine welding stick , miller welder , welding equipment , stick welder machine , welders
tools. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. Available from these sellers. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Fixit Man Blog is reader-supported. When you buy through links on our site, we
may earn an affiliate commission. The advent of gas welding, especially inert metal gas MIG
welding in recent years has caused some controversies between old and young welders. I use a
3-in-1 gas welder to do all my welding tasks. However, after reading a few arguments about gas
welding and electric welding, I decided to try an electric welder, especially for my heavy metals
welding. With a lot of reviews about different electric arc welders and they were all fantastic and
convincing. Are you lincoln welder? Lincoln Electric K AC Arc Welder an exceptional,
best-selling, and top-performing welding machine that uses electric current across a filter wire
to an extremely high-temperature arc for welding a variety of metals such as alloys, stainless
steel , and heavy-duty rusty or dirty metals. It has incredible features, specifications, user
ratings, and customer reviews. It is portable welder , affordable, and saves you from the need to
use a gas shield or gas shielding unit. It fits perfectly with what I was looking for, and it matches
all my preferences and thick metal welding. So, it is difficult to both learn and use, especially in
monitoring and maintaining the right arc temperature for every metal. Related article: Best
welder generators. However, it is easy to learn by anyone, including new, hobbyists, and expert
welders who want to take their dirty metal welding to a new level. Stick welding uses electricity
across a welding stick, or filter wire called an arc welding electrode to create a smooth, heated
arc that can deliver up to o C. This high temperature melts base metals and joins them
seamlessly as a single piece. Stick welding or arc welding gives stronger common bonds than

other forms of welding. It is more effective on most alloys and when walking on areas that are
quite tricky. Stick welding is carried out on thick metals from 18 gauges and above. It also has a
wide welding amperage range from Amps. It comes with 6 feet ground cord input cable with an
attached plug and a 10 feet welding cord. The welding cord is connected to an insulated
electrode holder. It is also portable and compact and will fit into your work station without
reducing the space of your work area. It works on a variety of metals including cast iron, and in
almost every review, it gets the job done. I really find this welder fascinating, and it cost nothing
compared to what you get from it. Lincoln Electric K AC Arc Welder comes with an amperage
selector switch that allows you to choose your preferred amperage from Amps. This helps keep
your welding current and heat output stable throughout your welding session for smooth
welding. The welding arc of this welder is smooth. This makes it easier for you to weld with
different electrodes, including stainless steel, low hydrogen, and other hard-facing wires. Its
maximum output at Amps is just perfect for general purpose mild steel electrodes 4. It was not
easy to resist the urge to break the bank and purchase this arc welding machine. I am glad that I
eventually did. When I brought it to my workstation, nothing ready changed. It was easy to
install, and the user manual written in a natural conversational way. Related article: Best budget
tig welder. I have been using the machine for a few weeks now, and I can say it is perfect for all
my welding needs. I do not think I would need any other device for now. Welding is heavy-duty
work and done regularly. It requires a resilient and long-lasting machine, and this welder fits the
cap correctly. In addition to this, it is backed with a solid 3-year warranty to reinforce its
durability and reliability. Every welder needs a fast welding machine to get excellent results. It is
affordable and keeps your electric bill within your budget limit. Read more: Best Plasma Cutter
Reviews. Lincoln Electric AC Arc welder everything a welder can think of a stick arc welder.
Everything another thing about this machine is superb. I will give 5 out of 5. Nice product! I
recommend it to everyone, including you. I have completed Diploma at Welding. Now love to
write about welding and welding products and share my own experiences. Your email address
will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. How to test auto-darkening welding helmet? Who should use this product? What you
should know about Lincoln AC welder? Full Range Amp Selector 2. Smooth Arc 3.
Plug-connected Power Cable 4. Could we weld aluminum with this welder? Does this machine
have tig welding option? How many years warranty? Check price today on Northerntool.
Electrode holder. Easy to use. Our Score 9. Check price today on Amazon. Ans: No
recommended. Ans: No. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Quick Links. The AC compact stick welder has a broad welding amperage range of It produces
an extremely smooth AC arc for welding a wide variety of. Metals 16 gauge and heavier can be
easily arc welded with the AC Applications include: repair and maintenance welding, fabricating
or modifying. Also for cutting and piercing. Comes with attached 6 ft. Full range amp selector
switch. Recommended General Options. Publication E2. For use with machines having code
numbers: , , , , , , , , , , stick welder 68 pages. For use with machines having code numbers: , , , , ,
, , , , , 38 pages. Single phase variable voltage power source for automatic ac welding 29 pages.
For use with machines having code numbers: ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 21 pages. It
produces an extremely smooth AC arc for welding a wide variety of materials including carbon,
low alloy, and stainless steels as well as cast iron. Page 2: General Options On occasion,
purchasers may ask Lincoln Electric for advice or information about their use of our products.
We respond to our customers based on the best information in our possession at that time.
Lincoln Electric is not in a position to warrant advice. As a matter of practical consideration, we
also cannot assume any responsibility for updating or correcting any such information or
advice once it has been given, nor does the provision of information or advice create, expand or
alter any warranty with respect to the sale of our products. Print page 1 Print document 2 pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. All Departments.
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me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered
by:. Previous template Next. Sorry another electrical question but I have to get it hooked up
before I get to use it. I bought this welder a long time ago for cheap. My father had one just like
it and always had a hard time making good welds with it. Someone told me to just make sure I
get the correct rods for it and it would be fine. Any suggestions? Tags: None. Comment Post
Cancel. Thanks cope. This will be the first time I welded with a AC welder. I have heard they can
be quite temperamental. How far is it from the panel and what type of wiring method are you
going to be using,,, pipe, cable, cable in wall or on surface. Short run with exposed cable a
minimum of number 10 wire on a 50A breaker. If you have the panel readily accessable like in
the garage and are going to mount recept on it the 10 will be fine. If you are stringing cable
Romex thru your house, attic etc,, use number 8. This is a welder circuit, not for an oven or kiln.

Don't you have to use 6 or wire? Not really on the Lincoln It is hard pressed to pull the amps
stated in the literature by any means. I have had mine hooked up to 10 for many years and never
had a problem Now its hooked to some 6 that I come to scrounge for free.. Welding with an AC
machine is no harder than welding with any other type machine. I would not be afraid to bet the
Lincoln is probably one if not the worlds most popular selling welder. Its never missed a beat.
Opinions expressed are those of my wife. I have had no input what so ever. Visit my webiste:
The panel will only be about 20 to 25 feet from the welder. I will probably just staple it to the
studs if I can. Im confused here though. I believe 2 was recommended to my dads subpanel
however my lincoln says amps and 10 is recommended. Shouldnt the wire be even bigger
because the subpanel was only amp? Sorry if I am not quite understanding this. Also will the
welder have a neutral or a ground? I think you're confusing output amps with input amps. The
amps is the output amperage which does use 2 ga. I hope that made sense. A V welder circuit
needs two hots and a ground. Actually I do understand now. So a or a wire would be preferred
then is that right? Thanks for the help guys. Hopefully I will be welding soon. Then the
questions will really start. Input requirements are rated as per the duty cycle of the welder. You
could run that machine wide open up to its duty cycle on a number 10 wire. I think if I was
consevative,, the run is short so cost wont be an issue and you dont mind spending I would put
a number 8 wire in especially if I was stapling it to the house framing. Hey thanks guys. I hope
to have the welder hooked up this weekend so I can start practicing with it. Does there happen
to be any rules of thumb as far as to what amperage is needed to what the thickness of the steel
is or is this just a trial and error thing? The standard rule of thumb is 1 amp per 0. Your welder's
manual should have some suggested settings too. There should be a chart on the machine. I
dont adjust more than 5A maybe 10 max either way for matl thickness, the chart will give you
some idea of amps to run with electrode type and diameter. It helps to have a couple rod sizes
for different thinkness. That may be why the original owner was having probs, turned way down.
The electode needs enough current to operate properly. I see guys turning down for out of
position work too,, wondering why they are having a hard time. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK
Cancel. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name?
Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template Next. I have a g7 lincoln
weldanpower it runs but has no output. Can anybody give me any advice on how to
troubleshoot it. There are no burnt wires or diodes that are blown. The brushes are good and
thats as far as I can get. I have some elec. Please help. Anybody have a repair manual? I
downloaded the owner operator and parts manuals and they have the wiring diagrams but i dont
know where the power should be and when. Tags: None. I can't say for sure be some just use
residual magnitism to excite them. If it's been idle you may have to put a voltage to the coils for
instant to create the needed magnitism to start it generating. Hopefully Ventureline will come
along and can be more specific. Comment Post Cancel. Originally posted by tailshaft56 View
Post. Yes it was sitting for a long time and it had the carb rebuilt then supposedly it didnt weld
after that. I checked and cannot get power anywhere. So ANy help to start on tracking the power
will help. I dont want to let out the smoke either so im gonna be extra carefull in checking and
jumping it. There is a slow blow fuse on the back bulkhead that supplies exciter voltage from
the eng alt. Also a bridge rectifiyer. Call Lincoln at , have code num, check voltage readings at
weld terminals and AC outlets. Just finished a machine that had been in storage for 10 years
with the same problem. My newest addition MM salvaged from a Kitrina flood area. Cleaned up
and works great. Where exactly would it be? I have no voltage at any terminals. Last edited by
slimpickens ; , PM. Reason: missing info. Try this Go to Lincoln webb site, hit products,then
operaters manuals, type in your code , when the screen shows the code and the IM click on the
red code. The manuel will be in PDF format. Read or print out. The trouble shooting lists about
10 items to check. Total of 24 pages. If you still have problems call Lincoln at the I gave in my
last post. Good luck. Hey thanks I actually have those saved on my computer but seem to have
overlooked the troublshooter page every time. I tested the thing today and I realized that the
starter solenoid was bad and had been bypassing it and juming the starter the power feed to the
board goes through the solenoid. I jumped it too and i got power at the outlets the v outlets are
getting about 87v at idle and climb as high as v at higher engine speed is this normal or what
regulates thi ac votage? I havent tried to strike an arc yet. I guess im may be just plain dumb
here or maybe these 16 hour days are draggin me down. Dang those high gas prices it sucks
that you have to work a couple of hours just to pay to get to work. Sorry I just had to vent a
little. Eng RPM is used to set voltage. Check the specs and set to them. I think rpm was the high
rpm setting with no load. Last edited by frank ; , AM. Reason: for got sumtin. First, verify that
the full wave bridge rectifier is good that is the little black square box with four connection.
There is also an capacitor, that actually handles the "Flashing" of your exciter slip rings on your
rotor. If this capacitor is shorted it will not FLASH your rotor, and so your output will be zero on

everything. That being said, the capacitor is charged from the engine alternator located
underneath the flywheel. If the alternator is out, then you won't weld either. Although, this is not
usually the case. I know you said you checked the brushes, but unless you ohmed through
them to the surface of the slip rings; you can not be sure that the connection is good enough. I
hope this helps. Will everything be the same on it also? All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.
The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging
where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store,
unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging,
such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. Funny right after
I buy this I get offered one for free. The good news is you can find 20 year old versions of this
welder on craigslist selling for close to the price I bought this new for on ebay, so they do keep
their value! Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. Used unit but worked as it should. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-owned. I can go to the local Tractor supply store or any farm store
and get two of these for the same price your selling it for!!! Don't get me wrong as long as you
can have the patience to learn or already have experience welding with stick, you won't find a
better welder I love these welders just not gonna go for that price. Skip to main content. About
this product. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened,
undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. See details for delivery
est. Condition is "New". What you see is what you get unless stated otherwise. Buy It Now. Add
to cart. About this product Product Information The AC compact stick welder has a broad
welding amperage range of amps. It produces an extremely smooth AC arc for welding a wide
variety of materials including carbon, low alloy, and stainless steels as well as cast iron. Metals
16 gauge and heavier can be easily arc welded with the AC Additional Product Features Power
Source. Show More Show Less. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See
all 7 reviews. Lincoln welder ac Classic Good deal. Product excellent. Packaging can b better
though Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. Wrong price I can go to the local Tractor supply
store or any farm store and get two of these for the same price your selling it for!!! Don't get me
wrong as long as you can have the patience to learn or already have experience welding with
stick, you won't find a better welder I love these welders just not gonna go for that price Verified
purchase: No. You may also like. Lincoln Industrial Welders Sticks. Lincoln Electric Industrial
Welders Sticks. Stick Industrial Stick Welders. Industrial Stick Welders. Lincoln AC Stick
Welder. By jmeineke , April 5, in Everything Else. I just bought one last week but it needs to
have the leads replaced. Last night I started unscrewed everything that looked like it needed to
be taken off. I got it down to the knobs that stick out of the machine but couldn't figure out how
to get them detached from the front of the case Note - I got the dials off, but the 'nubs' that stick
out of the machine would not push back through the holes. I didn't want to force anything. Best
way to handle that is to NOT disassemble the case. You attach the male end to your new lead.
That would NOT be your pal Bubba from high school,who can figure anything out. Bubba is the
poster child for false economy. Nah, I'm not worried about it. I'm sure that once I get the case off
I'll be fine. I'd rather just put the longer leads on than do quick disconnects. I'll be okay with the
electronics once I'm inside, but thanks for your concern. I had everything disassembled to the
point where the front of the case moved freely from the main transformer and diode unit - the
only thing I got stuck on was getting those knobs free of the main housing. Once those are out,
the whole front should come off the power switch has been disconnected as well as the metal
strain relief plate that holds the stinger and ground leads. I've put everything back together for
now and will use it with the shorter leads, but if anyone can offer some real help on this one I'd
appreciate it. I'm sure someone on here can fill me in. I have a newer version of that machine. I
wanted to put on longer leads but to do that is above me. If your machine is like mine then that
is what you face once your in there. As for getting in there, I eventually found the way but don't
remeber any secret widgets to warn you about. I just kept at it. Another thing to look for is spot
welded studs holding things from the back side. Everything I have now has the lugs on the
outside. I took the cover off an ac machine in order to replace the cord, and I think there was an
access panel in the back if I remember right, the welder is in 29 palms now or I would go look at
it again, try looking for another way in besides the front cover welders need to be cleaned out
with air and there must be a way to remove the sheet metal to do that maintenance, which you
should do when you are in there, just blow out all the dust, be careful not to spin the fan with
the air and beware of the undischarged capacitor. You can post now and register later. If you
have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75
emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted April 5, Link to post Share on
other sites. Mainely,Bob Posted April 5, Dragons lair Posted April 6, Posted April 6, Son ya got
some real help. Put on the quick disconnects. After 40 yrs I got smart enough to do that to both

my Tig and Mig. Have them set up short and long. If I need to go outside disconect the ground
at the tig connect it to the end of the mig ground. Now I got 25 feet. Mills Posted April 6,
Dragons lair Posted April 7, Posted April 7, Join the conversation You can post now and
register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In
Sign Up. Customer reviews. Write a review. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This
page works best with JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features.
You can still see all customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed in the
United States on May 17, Ive used it to weld a few projects. It will lay down a pretty good bead. I
learned how to weld on a welder like this one back in I like it. You will need a proper plug on a
50 amp breaker. Top critical review. Reviewed in the United States on December 11, I should of
known better then to purchase this. Got it for home use. Lincoln is a great name in welding.
They just totally missed it on this thing. Had to return it 3 different times for one issue or
another. Finally just gave up , it now sits in the corner collecting dust. Sort by. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5
star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only All positive All critical All stars. Text,
image, video Image and video reviews only Text, image, video. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. From the United States. Verified Purchase. Showing 0
comments. There was a problem loading comments right now. The welder is great no question
this my secound one had to sell the first due to military moves. The Welder arrived eight days
due no falt of mine and the Emails were not appreciated. I bought this to do some welding on
tractor parts. It has performed perfectly for what I need. Great size it's pretty heavy so I put it on
a hand cart so I could move it around the garage easily , and all around great product. It had a
projected delivery date of Oct , it got here on Oct 18th!!! I will definitely be buying more
products from this company in the future. This is an excellent welder for someone just coming
into welding. Great piece of equipment for any shop. My other one was stolen but I didn't
hesitate to buy another Lincoln. Does everything I want from an arc welder,. Love it better than
hoped for. Get fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the form
of a question. Please enter a question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
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